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Abstract. Aerosol composition was measured by the
NOAA single-particle mass spectrometer (PALMS) aboard
the NASA WB-57 high altitude aircraft platform during
two Aura Validation Experiment (AVE) campaigns based in
Costa Rica in 2004 and 2006. These studies yielded the
most complete set of aerosol composition measurements to
date throughout the tropical tropopause layer (TTL) and tropical lower stratosphere. We describe the aerosol properties of the tropical atmosphere and use composition tracers
to examine particle sources, the role of recent convection,
and cirrus-forming potential in the TTL. Tropical dynamics and regional air sources played principal roles in dictating tropospheric aerosol properties. There was a sharp
change in aerosol chemical composition at about 12 km altitude coincident with a change in convective influence. Below this level, maritime convection lofted condensable material that generated acidic, sulfate-rich aerosol. These particles contained significant amounts of methanesulfonic acid
(MSA) and showed evidence of cloud processes. In contrast, continental convection injected particles and precursors
directly into the TTL, yielding a population of neutralized,
organic-rich aerosol. The organics were often highly oxidized and particles with oxidized organics also contained nitrate. Above the tropopause, chemical composition gradually
changed toward sulfuric acid particles but neutralized particles were still abundant 2 km above the tropopause. Deep
continental convection, though sporadic and geographically
localized, may strongly influence TTL aerosol properties on
a global scale. The abundance of organic-rich aerosol may
inhibit ice nucleation and formation of tropopause level cirrus.
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Introduction

The tropical tropopause layer (TTL) is the region connecting convectively active levels of the tropical troposphere to
the stratosphere (e.g., Folkins et al., 1999, 2000; Highwood
and Hoskins, 1998). The bottom of the TTL is usually defined as either the level where large scale convective outflow
declines (potential temperature θ≈350 K, 12–13 km) or the
level of net zero radiative heating (360 K, 14 km). The thermal tropopause is located around 380 K (17 km) and by some
definitions is contained within the TTL (for this study we distinguish between the TTL and the lower stratosphere). At the
350 K level and below, vertical transport is driven by convection. Convective outflow decreases rapidly above this level
but is still sporadic at e.g., 360 K (Folkins et al., 2000; Gettelman et al., 2004; Park et al., 2007). Above this level, the
overriding ascent mechanism in the TTL is large scale, radiatively driven upwelling. Convection has been observed
higher into the TTL as well (Alcala and Dessler, 2002; Knollenberg et al., 1993; Hong et al., 2007; Liu, 2007), but this
mechanism is rare and some models report that deep convection has a small direct impact on vertical mass transport into
and across the tropopause region (Folkins, 2002; Gettelman
et al., 2002; Kupper et al., 2004).
The tropical upper troposphere is a conduit for air entering the stratosphere, providing the supply for the BrewerDobson circulation. As such, chemical processes occurring
in the TTL help define the composition of the global stratosphere. The importance of aerosol in the upper troposphere
is twofold. Aerosols that cross the tropopause bring condensed material to the lower stratosphere as well as provide
a surface for condensation of sulfuric acid (e.g., Brock et al.,
1995). TTL aerosols may also affect the transport of water
vapor and semi-volatile trace gases across the tropopause by
regulating cirrus cloud formation.
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Subvisible cirrus are unique, optically thin clouds that
form at the cold temperatures near the tropical tropopause.
These low density clouds can be widespread (Wang et al.,
1996; Winker and Trepte, 1998; Pfister et al., 2001; Dessler
and Yang, 2003; Dessler et al., 2006) and may have an appreciable impact on global radiative balance (McFarquhar et
al., 2000; Wang et al., 1996). They also play a critical role
in water vapor transport into the stratosphere by increasing
tropopause temperatures (Rosenfield et al., 1998) and dehydrating the upwelling air (Jensen et al., 1996; Jensen and
Pfister, 2004; Luo et al., 2003; Holton and Gettelman, 2001).
TTL cirrus form in situ via freezing of ambient aerosol, but
the nucleation mechanism is currently unknown. In other
regions of the troposphere, the onset of ice crystal formation was shown to be strongly influenced by aerosol size and
composition (Cziczo et al., 2004a, b; Archuleta et al., 2005).
Descriptions of TTL aerosol may help identify cirrus formation mechanisms and improve our predictive capability for
these important atmospheric features.
Aerosol properties of the TTL and tropical lower stratosphere are relatively uncharacterized because of the limited
number of research platforms and instruments capable of
sampling at these altitudes. However, several groups have
measured bulk aerosol composition in the remote tropics at
levels below the TTL (see Ma et al., 2004). Dibb et al. (1999,
2003) measured water soluble ionic species by ion chromatography analysis of aerosol material collected on filters.
The Particle-into-Liquid Sampler (PILS) was also used for
online chemical characterization of inorganic material (Lee
et al., 2003). Above the marine boundary layer, aerosol inorganic components were predominantly sulfate, either par2−
tially or fully neutralized by ammonium (NH+
4 :SO4 typically 1–2). Substantial quantities of mineral dust, nitrate,
and other continental material were also observed in regions
of Asian outflow. Organic material was not quantified.
Single particle composition measurements are less quantitative than these methods, but the PALMS instrument provides information on particle mixing state and composition
markers for specific particle types. Single particle information is particularly important for studying ice nucleation,
where a minor aerosol subpopulation with distinct composition can dictate cloud properties. In previous PALMS measurements in mid-latitude and sub-tropical regions, internal
mixtures of sulfate and carbonaceous material, mostly organic carbon, comprised a large fraction of accumulation
mode aerosol number and mass in the free troposphere and
lower stratosphere (Murphy et al., 2006, 2007a). Many other
particles types such as biomass burning, mineral dust, and
sea salt are commonly observed.
A few other in situ measurements of single particle composition have been reported in the tropical upper troposphere,
but measurements are limited to a small number of captured particles that are analyzed offline. Recently, Nguyen et
al. (2008) performed PIXE elemental analysis on individual
particles collected at 10 km altitude during a transcontinenAtmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 4363–4385, 2009

tal flight. Morphological analysis of the dominant sulfateorganic particle type suggests that the sulfate and organic
material may not be mixed homogeneously within individual
particles. In early stratospheric work, Bigg (1986) and Gras
(1978) used a balloon-borne aerosol collection instrument to
infer individual particle composition, specifically neutralization of sulfuric acid aerosol by ammonium, from single particle impaction patterns. Most particles were liquid sulfuric acid, but under some conditions they observed impaction
patterns consistent with solid particles, which the authors attributed to ammonium bisulfate or ammonium sulfate.
We present airborne measurements of tropical aerosol
composition and size extending from ground level to the
lower stratosphere. Measurements were performed during
the Pre-Aura Validation Experiment and the Costa Rica Aura
Validation Experiment (Pre-AVE and CR-AVE) in January–
February 2004 and 2006, respectively. The NASA WB-57
aircraft was based in San Jose, Costa Rica, carrying a remote sensing and in situ chemical instrumentation payload.
The aircraft typically operated southwest of Central America,
and the majority of flight time was spent within a few km of
the tropopause, often in cloud-free air. These flights enabled
the most comprehensive measurements to date of aerosol
composition and size distributions in the tropical tropopause
layer. We discuss these results with special emphasis on the
TTL and the regions supplying it.

2

Measurements

The PALMS instrument is a single particle mass spectrometer capable of determining aerosol composition and aerodynamic diameter on a particle-by-particle basis. The flight
version of PALMS is described in Thomson et al. (2000),
and recent inlet and particle sizing modifications are summarized in Murphy et al. (2006). In the NASA WB-57 configuration PALMS samples aerosol particles using a forward
facing inlet that is housed at the center of a 5 cm i.d. duct
protruding from the nose of the aircraft. The Pre-AVE inlet
was a simple nozzle with a 1.50 mm i.d. During CR-AVE a
4.0 mm i.d. combination aerosol and counterflow virtual impactor inlet (Cziczo et al., 2004b) was used. Particle residence times within the inlets and connective tubing were
about 70 ms for both campaigns when sampling in ambient
aerosol mode. The Pre-AVE inlet enhanced particle collection for diameters greater than ∼0.8 µm, elevating observed
number fractions of sea salt and mineral dust by as much as a
factor of 2 over CR-AVE. Downstream of the inlet, particles
pass through a 300 µm critical orifice and a series of focusing stages. Then in an evacuated region, a particle will scatter
light from two consecutive 532 nm Nd:YAG beams, where its
aerodynamic diameter is measured. A scattering event at the
second beam triggers a pulse from a 193 nm excimer laser
that vaporizes and ionizes the particle. Ions are extracted using a static electric field and analyzed with a time-of-flight
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/4363/2009/
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mass spectrometer, yielding one positive or negative spectrum per particle. Particles as small as 200 nm diameter are
observed with low efficiency (<1%). Detection efficiency
increases rapidly with size above ∼500 nm so that >25% of
1 µm particles are detected. PALMS samples only a fraction of a typical aerosol number concentration, but in most
regions the PALMS size range encompasses the majority of
the aerosol mass. In the tropical upper troposphere the average size can be small so PALMS detected particles in the
upper 20–40% of the mass range.
The PALMS single particle technique is especially well
suited to distinguishing different aerosol types. Hudson et
al. (2004) developed selection criteria for aerosol particles
generated by biomass burning based on the appearance and
relative intensities of specific peaks in aerosol mass spectra. Using similar methodology, we present data products for
other common particle types: sea salt, mineral dust, meteoric material, elemental carbon, and sulfate-organic internal
mixtures. These broad aerosol types are most effectively differentiated using positive ion spectra. Although negative ion
spectra can differentiate some types (e.g., mineral dust and
sulfate-organic aerosols), other aerosols are indistinguishable
(biomass burning and sulfate-organic mixtures). Only positive spectra are used here for the aerosol type data products.
Biomass burning spectra are unique in that a prominent K+
peak is present along with organic material (primarily C+
and CO+ with many other fragments) with a lack of other
metals. Mineral dust spectra contain high intensity peaks of
Fe+ , K+ , Ca+ , and Na+ metal ions, along with minor contributions from Al+ , Si+ , Mg+ , Rb+ , Ba+ , and a number
of other trace metals. Aerosols containing meteoric material produce Fe+ and Mg+ metal ions at a unique ratio (Cziczo et al., 2001). Sea salt spectra show a dominant Na+
peak without Fe+ , Al+ , or Ba+ metals, and usually include
Ca+ , K+ , Sr+ , and chloride or sodium sulfate peaks, CaCl+
+
or Na3 SO+
4 . Elemental carbon spectra have distinct Cn and
+
Cn H series, n ≥ 6. Aerosols from industrial sources have
intense ion signatures from combinations of V+ , Sn+ , Sb+ ,
and Pb+ without typical mineral dust peaks. Spectra are
labeled as internally mixed sulfate-organic aerosols where
none of the other aerosol types are chosen and the majority
of ion current is due to common organic and sulfate (SO+
2,
+
Hx SO+
,
and
H
SO
)
peaks.
After
processing
all
spectra
us3
3
4
ing these selection criteria, spectra that cannot be confirmed
as any of the above aerosol types are labeled unidentified.
A particle spectrum is given only one aerosol type. Chemical transformations can blur the distinctions between aerosol
types, e.g., sulfate accumulation onto mineral dust. In such
cases aerosols are identified according to their primary or
most relevant component, e.g., sulfate-coated dust is labeled
as mineral dust for any spectrum where the appropriate metal
signatures are above detection limits. Elemental carbon is
often not clearly distinguished when internally mixed with
sulfate-organic or biomass burning aerosols. The EC data
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/4363/2009/
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product presented here is therefore an indication aerosols
with a high mass fraction of elemental carbon without detectable biomass material. A cluster analysis routine (Murphy et al., 2003) that groups particle types based on spectral
similarities is a complementary technique that requires no a
priori assumptions about chemical signatures, but was not
used directly in generating aerosol type data products.
Besides qualitative particle type, we also use relative ion
intensities to determine the abundance of specific aerosol
components. The laser ablation-ionization process yields
relative ion intensities that are highly variable particle-toparticle. However, PALMS can give quantitative estimates
for some particle components given a sufficient sample set.
Of particular value is the ability to examine the chemistry of
a certain particle type. For instance the relative mass fraction of sulfate versus organic material in internally mixed
sulfate-organic particles was recently estimated (Murphy et
al., 2006). PALMS negative ion sulfate and organic signals
were calibrated to Aerosol Mass Spectrometer mass fractions
using lower tropospheric particles measured during the Intercontinental Transport and Chemical Transformation-New
England Air Quality Study (ITCT-NEAQS 2004). Biomass
burning particles are inherently included in this calculation
since they are difficult to differentiate from sulfate-organic
mixtures in negative ion spectra.
Sulfate acidity is estimated here based on in-field calibrations with the Particle-into-Liquid Sampler (PILS) during NEAQS-ITCT 2004 (Peltier et al., 2007). In negative ion
spectra, the prominent HSO−
4 peak (m/z 97) is independent of
sulfate acidity, but the HSO−
4 (H2 SO4 ) cluster ion (195) appears only for acidic particles. The cluster is probably generated from HSO−
4 ions within the particle but is not produced
from SO2−
.
In
ammonium-sulfuric acid solutions, for ra4
2−
+
tios NH4 :SO4 ≤ 1 sulfate is predominantly HSO−
4 (aq). As
2−
−
2−
NH+
:SO
increases
to
2,
HSO
is
converted
to
SO
4
4
4
4 . Figure 1 is an acidity calibration plot using the relative cluster
ion peak intensity. During ITCT-NEAQS, sulfate was often
fully neutralized, and the majority of spectra had no cluster ion peak. In the atmosphere, aerosol acidity is principally determined by sulfate and ammonium, but the presence
of amines, organic acids, nitric acid, and S(IV) species in
aerosol can also affect acidity. These species are not explicitly considered in this calibration. The 195/97 peak ratios
also vary with laser power. Only spectra taken at full laser
power (3–4 mJ/pulse) are considered.
A similar acidity feature is observed in positive spectra.
Mass 48 (SO+ ) is a general sulfate signature, whereas intensity of mass 99 (H3 SO+
4 ) correlates with sulfate acidity. Ammonium does not give a clear signature in positive spectra.
Ammonium, nitrate, and other nitrogen species are all predominantly converted to NO+ . However, the ratio of m/z 17
to (17+18) or (17+19) correlates with ammonium abundance
in atmospheric and laboratory particles. Presumably, mass
+
17 is due mostly to the NH+
3 ion with some OH , 18 is
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 4363–4385, 2009
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Fig. 1. PALMS acidity parameter for sulfate-organic particles cali2−
brated to PILS NH+
4 :SO4 molar ratio for lower tropospheric particles measured during the ITCT/New England Air Quality Study
2004. Each point represents average intensity ratio for 1000 particle spectra. The calibration line is a double exponential empirical fit
to the data. PALMS peak ratios above 0.1 are truncated to limit the
influence of a few spectra with a very high cluster peak. PILS data
2−
are considered for times when both NH+
4 and SO4 were above
their detection limits. In-cloud sampling has been removed.

+
+
both H2 O+ and NH+
4 , and 19 is H3 O . The H3 SO4 and
+
NH3 peak heights are broadly consistent with the negative
cluster ion signature and support the acidity estimates presented here. However, the positive ion signatures are more
strongly influenced by water content, organics, and trace
metals. Therefore, sulfate acidity estimates are calculated
using only negative spectra.
The Nucleation Mode Aerosol Sizing Spectrometer
(NMASS) instrument (Brock et al., 2000) is an array of 5
condensation particle counters from which 4–100 nm size
distributions are determined. The Focused Cavity Aerosol
Spectrometer (FCAS II) instrument (Jonsson et al., 1995;
Wilson et al., 2008) uses light scattered from a laser to measure aerosol size for dry diameters 100 < Dp < 1000 nm.
Concentrations are adjusted to account for the effects of
anisokinetic sampling.

3
3.1

Meteorological context
Air mass history

In the 2004 Pre-AVE and 2006 CR-AVE campaigns, the WB57 sampled a region bounded roughly by 5 S to 20 N latitude,
and 95 W to 75 W longitude. The vertical thermal strucAtmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 4363–4385, 2009

ture of the atmosphere over this region was very similar between the two campaign periods. The average tropopause
height was about the same, with the thermal tropopause for
CR-AVE being very slightly higher (16.9 km compared to
16.5 km for Pre-AVE). Both missions took place during the
easterly phase of the quasi-biennial oscillation at 70 hPa, and
at stratospheric levels the zonal winds in the sampling region were indeed easterly. However, at TTL flight altitudes
near the 365 K isentropic surface, a westerly jet was observed
during the CR-AVE period, while during the Pre-AVE period the winds were weakly easterly. Examination of 1980–
2006 statistics for the eastern Pacific using the NCEP-NCAR
reanalysis products (Fig. 2a) reveals that the westerly flow
at 365 K was unusually strong during most of the CR-AVE
campaign. The westerly flow in the eastern Pacific during
CR-AVE seems to have been an extension of the Walker circulation further east than usual.
Quasi-isentropic back-trajectory calculations from the
WB-57 flight track, as well as gridded kinematic backtrajectories over the region (Fig. 2b), confirm the origin of
sampled air. During Pre-AVE, TTL air encountered by the
WB-57 came largely from the South America Amazonia region over the previous five days, while air encountered during CR-AVE typically came from the mid-Pacific over comparable time periods. Even at higher flight altitudes where
the winds were easterly, sampled parcels generally came
from far northern South American rather than Amazonia over
the previous five days (and from the eastern Pacific during
the previous ten days). The zonal wind patterns and trajectories at lower levels (350 K) were broadly similar to 365 K
but with a higher fraction of trajectories originating in the
Pacific for both years. One would therefore expect that measurements taken during the 2004 campaign would exhibit
influences of Amazonian convection, and that these influences would be much less prevalent in measurements from
the 2006 campaign.
3.2

Convective influence

The back trajectories and time-averaged picture of winds
shown in Fig. 2 yield an overall notion of the origin of the air
sampled by the WB-57 in Central America during the PreAVE and CR-AVE winter periods. However, since both convection and winds have substantial time variability, a more
comprehensive approach is needed to establish the origin of
the sampled air.
In the troposphere below the TTL, convective turnover
times are generally short (a week or so), and air descends
slowly between convective systems. Within the TTL, air
ascends and convective turnover times lengthen. Notably,
though most convection does not penetrate the TTL, it is still
significant, because even occasional convection can compete
with the slow transit time from the bottom of the TTL to the
tropopause. An important point here is that the convection
that is most likely to penetrate into the TTL is not uniformly
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/4363/2009/
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) TTL zonal wind statistics (θ=365 K) for January and February 1980–2006 at 82.5 W longitude and 0 latitude, compared to winds
for the Pre-AVE and CR-AVE campaign years (magenta lines). The light gray envelope marks the min and max wind values from 1980
through 2006, the slightly darker gray marks the envelope of the tenth to ninetieth percentiles, and the dark gray marks the envelope of the
twenty-fifth to seventy-fifth percentiles. The white line marks the median wind values. WB-57 flight days are shown as vertical lines in
cyan. (b) Sources of air to the lower TTL. Maps show five-day kinematic back-trajectories from representative air parcels sampled along the
WB-57’s flight tracks. Parcels having potential temperatures 355–365 K were selected; their sampled positions along the flights are shown
in red. Trajectories are color-coded by age; the closer to the sampling time, the darker they appear.

distributed among convective regions. Oceanic convection
in the tropics is typically less intense than over the continents (Toracinta et al., 2002) and is less likely to penetrate
the TTL (Alcala and Dessler, 2002). Liu and Zipser (2005)
found that the deepest convection was located over the continents of South America and Africa. Penetrations to high
altitudes (16–18 km) have also been found in northern Australia (Danielsen, 1993; Kritz et al., 1993), and over tropical
cyclones (Kelly et al., 1993; Pfister et al., 1993).
In this context, we seek to learn: (1) what fraction of
the air at different altitudes has a recent convective origin?;
(2) what is the location of the convection?; and (3) how rewww.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/4363/2009/

cent is it? We use a trajectory-based approach that traces air
masses observed by the aircraft back to convective systems
(Pfister et al., 2001). 14 day back trajectories were calculated from a cluster of points surrounding aircraft samples
every ∼30 km along the flight path (more frequently when
the aircraft was ascending or descending). Effectively, each
of these aircraft samples was represented by a cluster of 15
points at three different altitudes bracketing the aircraft. Using clusters helps characterize the effect of trajectory errors.
Air was labeled convectively influenced when a trajectory
encountered a cloud whose top was higher than the parcel
trajectory (where the cloud top was based on the brightness
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 4363–4385, 2009
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Fig. 3. The influence of convective activity on air sampled by the WB-57 during (a) Pre-AVE and (b) CR-AVE. Map points are locations
of convective systems that occurred along back trajectory paths, and are sized by the magnitude of convective influence and colored by the
WB-57 flight altitude. Dark blue colors correspond to flight altitudes above the tropopause. The right panels show vertical profiles of the
convective influence parameter (fraction of trajectories influenced by convection) separated by location of convective systems: Amazonia or
elsewhere. Results are shown only for times when PALMS was acquiring data in tropical, cloud-free air.

temperature and the local analysis temperature profile). The
overall convective influence parameter is the fraction of grid
points (0–1, calculated as a weighted average based on grid
position) intercepting a convective system (at any time in the
trajectory history) for each point along the flight path. For
the CR-AVE and Pre-AVE convective influence calculations,
we used the NCAR/NCEP Reanalysis fields to drive a trajectory model based on (Schoeberl and Sparling, 1995). Unlike Pfister et al. (2001), where we used adiabatic trajectories
(driven by GEOS-1 analyses), the parcels were allowed to
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 4363–4385, 2009

change their potential temperature based on radiative heating
rates calculated by Yang et al. (2009). These radiative heating rates are all-sky calculations based on CLOUDSAT and
CALIPSO data. Figure 3 shows the locations of convective
systems that lofted air subsequently encountered along flight
paths for both Pre-AVE and CR-AVE.
As suggested by the mean circulation documented above,
Pre-AVE and CR-AVE sampled very different air masses
from convective systems in very different locations. During CR-AVE stronger westerlies in the upper troposphere
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/4363/2009/
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Fig. 4. Number fractions of particle types observed by PALMS at four altitude ranges. Fractions are averaged over the Pre-AVE and CR-AVE
missions for cloud-free conditions south of 18◦ N latitude. Sulfate-organic mixtures and biomass burning particles are plotted against the
left axis, and all other types are plotted on the right axis. Particles with ambiguous spectra or that do not fall into these classifications are not
shown (typically 1–5%). Altitude ranges are based on transitions in aerosol composition.

brought air that had been lofted over the western and central Pacific to the Costa Rica area. This convection was
mostly maritime. Consistent with the nature of maritime convection, convective influence decreased rapidly above about
12 km (350 K – see Fig. 3b). For the case of CR-AVE, the
abrupt decrease in convective influence clearly defines the
lower boundary of the TTL. For Pre-AVE, convection influencing the sampled air was located almost exclusively over

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/4363/2009/

South America. The majority of sampled air was convectively influenced up through the tropopause.
So which of the aircraft campaigns gives a more typical
picture of the tropics, and in particular the TTL, during boreal winter? Figure 2 shows that upper level winds during
both missions were frequently outside the 1980–2006 statistical norm. More importantly, the Pre-AVE wind direction was counter to the median. Much of the air sampled
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 4363–4385, 2009
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Fig. 5. Vertical profiles of sulfate-organic particle composition trends during the Pre-AVE 2004 (a–c) and CR-AVE 2006 (d–f) campaigns.
(a, d) Relative mass fractions of sulfate and organic material are estimated (Murphy et al., 2006). Nitrate and other species within the
particles are not considered. (b, e) Average MSA signal relative to MSA + sulfate. The acidity of sulfate-organic particles is estimated based
2−
on field calibrations (see text). Note that the fit to PILS NH+
4 :SO4 ratio in Fig. 1 becomes poorly constrained for ratios above 2, yielding
large values that while not quantitative, nevertheless indicate a high level of neutralization. (c, f) Number fraction of sulfate-organic particles
2−
+
2−
containing fully neutralized sulfate (NH+
4 :SO4 ≥ 2) or strongly acidic sulfate (NH4 :SO4 < 1). Only particles sampled under cloud-free
◦
conditions and south of 18 N latitude are included in this analysis. Biomass burning particles are difficult to distinguish from sulfate-organic
particles in negative ion mode and are inherently included in these averages. Data are binned in 1 km increments for bins with >10 suitable
spectra, and data labels indicate the number of spectra. Grey shading indicates the range of the thermal tropopause. Potential temperature is
calculated as T (p0 /p)ˆ(2/7).

during CR-AVE (even that which did not encounter convection within 14 days) came from the western Pacific. This is
important because large scale trajectory models (Fueglistaler
et al., 2005) show that a large part of the air in the TTL
enters through the western Pacific in boreal winter. Thus,
though South American convection does contribute to TTL
air within the study region, globally it is less dominant than
the picture painted by Pre-AVE.
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4
4.1

Results
Vertical profiles of composition

Figure 4 compares the abundance of common aerosol types
at four altitude ranges for the Pre-AVE and CR-AVE missions. Data from altitudes <10 km were collected almost
exclusively upon final descent into Costa Rica. Despite
the small fraction of flight time spent here, higher particle
concentrations allowed for statistically significant composition measurements. Figure 5 illustrates composition details for the internally mixed sulfate-organic particle type.
Most tropical atmospheric particles >200 nm were internal
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/4363/2009/
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mixtures of sulfate and organic carbon, as is the case for
nearly all regions of the lower atmosphere. Biomass burning particles accounted for roughly 10–20% of detected particles, which is comparable to ∼30% in the free troposphere over the United States outside of burning plumes
(Hudson et al., 2004). Biomass burning and other continental aerosol such as mineral dust and elemental carbon
were observed throughout the troposphere, indicating that
these particle types were well mixed and originated from
distant sources. Most sulfate-organic mixtures and biomass
burning particles were <0.6 µm aerodynamic diameter (for
ρ p =1 g cm−3 ). Sea salt and mineral dust aerosol were larger,
∼0.7 to >2 µm.
A brief description of aerosol composition from Figs. 4
and 5 for the four altitude regions follows.

Stratosphere

Lower troposphere

Average aerosol size distributions from NMASS and FCAS
above 7 km altitude are shown in Fig. 6. A well defined accumulation mode peaking at 80 nm occurred throughout the
upper troposphere during Pre-AVE. Below the tropopause,
average nuclei concentrations (4–6 nm) were typically below 150 cm−3 . N4−6nm concentrations were rarely above
500 cm−3 (Fig. 6), indicating that strong nucleation events
were uncommon. An Aitken mode was not always apparent,
suggesting that nuclei were often scavenged by pre-existing
particles. In contrast, distinct nuclei and Aitken modes were
present throughout the CR-AVE troposphere. The highest
concentrations occurred below 13 km, where N4−6nm concentrations were >500 cm−3 about 50% of the flight time.
Ultrafine particle concentrations decayed steadily with altitude in the TTL; average N4−6nm concentrations were a factor of 5 lower at the tropopause than at 13 km, and new particle formation in the TTL was more limited. The accumulation mode was weaker and less distinct than in Pre-AVE.
Aerosol volumes in the upper troposphere were 2–5 times
higher during Pre-AVE (altitude averages for 8–17 km: 0.10–
0.60 µm3 cm−3 ) than CR-AVE (0.05–0.14 µm3 cm−3 ). The
CR-AVE TTL was an unusually clean region of the atmosphere. Aerosol volume experienced a minimum in the CRAVE TTL, where ambient number concentrations averaged
275 cm−3 for all sizes and 13 cm−3 for diameters >100 nm.
An obvious size distribution transition at the tropopause was
absent for CR-AVE but perhaps evident for Pre-AVE as a
weakening of the accumulation mode. At 2 km above the
thermal tropopause during both campaigns, the size distribution shifted to large accumulation mode aerosol typical of the
Junge layer. Total aerosol volume in this stratospheric layer
was on average a factor of 1.5 higher than in the CR-AVE
TTL.

Aerosol composition below ∼4–5 km was a mixture of marine and local Central American sources and is not representative of the global tropics. Sea salt accounted for up to 30%
of observed particles. Metal signatures such as Pb, V, or Sn
from industrial emissions were observed in ∼10% of particles. Nitrate was frequently present in sulfate-organic particles, which is typical of polluted continental aerosol. Both
sea salt and particles from local Central American sources
were nearly absent above 5 km.
Convective region
At altitudes from ∼4–12 km sulfur compounds dominated
the CR-AVE aerosol composition. Both sulfate and MSA
(methanesulfonic acid or methanesulfonate), a highly oxidized product of dimethyl sulfide (DMS), were abundant
2−
throughout this region. NH+
4 :SO4 ratios were ∼0.5 on average, and sulfate was strongly acidic (equivalent to pH<1)
in half the sulfate-organic particles. Average organic content
was relatively low, 30-40% of the sulfate-organic mass. For
the same region during Pre-AVE acidic particles were rare,
and average organic mass fraction was 80%.
TTL
A sharp transition occurred at 12 km in the CR-AVE aerosol
composition. The acidic, sulfate-rich population seen below 12 km was virtually absent in the TTL. Carbonaceous
material was at its maximum, with average organic mass
fractions as high as 70%. The sulfate that was present ap2−
peared mostly neutralized, with NH+
4 :SO4 ratios >1 and
frequently 2. The strongest transition occurred in the MSA
signal, which in 1 km dropped by a factor of 5 relative to
sulfate. The frequency of mineral dust, common at lower
altitudes, also dropped by a factor of 5 above 12 km.
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/4363/2009/

Another transition appeared near the tropopause, which was
located at 16.5–17 km for both missions. Approaching the
tropopause from below, organic-rich TTL particles were replaced by sulfate-rich particles formed in the stratosphere.
The acidity also increased during CR-AVE, but for Pre-AVE,
a neutralized sulfate population dominated throughout the
lower stratosphere. These transitions occurred over several
km altitude, due to an external mixture of tropospheric and
stratospheric particle types in the vicinity of the tropopause.
Organic-rich particles from the TTL constituted a significant
fraction of observed particles at the maximum aircraft altitudes.
4.2

5

Aerosol size

Discussion

Some tropical regions possessed unique aerosol compositions. In particular, aerosols in regions strongly influenced by
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 4363–4385, 2009
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Fig. 6. Dry aerosol size distributions from NMASS and FCAS
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convection showed compositions characteristic of the convective source. TTL aerosols were distinct, resembling neither particles from the stratosphere nor those of the more
convectively influenced region below. Aside from one or
two perturbation events, aerosol composition was consistent within a particular region during the course of measurements. In the following sections we discuss aerosol composition tracers and their relationship to convection and aerosol
sources.
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Maritime convection and MSA
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5.1.1

Sources of aerosol MSA and sulfate

Composition and convective influence profiles in Figs. 3
and 5 suggest a relationship between MSA, acidic sulfate,
and maritime convection. During CR-AVE sulfate-organic
aerosol in the convective region had unusually high MSA
content. The enhanced MSA region was coincident with the
sulfate acidity transitions at 4 and 12 km (Fig. 5e), indicating a common source for MSA and sulfate that is also low
in ammonia. This air was heavily influenced by convection
over the Pacific from several days prior. Figure 7a shows
that the occurrence of aerosol MSA was directly dependent
on the magnitude of convective influence from maritime regions. Enhanced MSA was not observed for air that had experienced Amazonian convection. The correlations between
MSA, sulfate, and maritime convection indicate that the predominant sulfate precursor in this region was DMS rather
than anthropogenic SO2 emissions. This is consistent with
previous evidence that DMS can be the principal source of
SO2 and sulfate in the remote Pacific (Davis et al., 1999)
and can contribute a substantial fraction in the global tropical troposphere (Gondwe et al., 2003). In the following paragraphs we consider MSA as a tracer for maritime influence
on aerosol properties.
MSA and sulfuric acid are both end products of DMS oxidation (see e.g., von Glasow and Crutzen, 2004; Zhu et al.,
2006). After initial OH attack on DMS, many subsequent oxidation steps occur more quickly in cloud droplets than in the
gas phase. Consequently, sulfuric acid, MSA, and many of
the intermediate species are found in both the gas and aerosol
phases. Using a detailed chemical reaction scheme Zhu et
al. (2006) attributed 60% of MSA and 56% of sulfate production below 2.5 km in a convective cloud to heterogeneous
oxidation. MSA production is favored over SO2 when the
initial OH step follows the association branch, particularly
when subsequent aqueous oxidation steps are considered.
The relative yield of MSA therefore increases at lower temperatures due to the negative temperature dependence of the
association step as well as stronger partitioning to the condensed phase (DeMore, 2006; Zhu et al., 2006). Since DMS
is the only significant source of MSA, both gas phase and
particulate MSA can be used as a tracer for marine influence.
However, detailed source apportionment is complicated by
geographically sporadic DMS emissions, the intricate oxidation scheme that involves heterogeneous processes, and long
atmospheric residence times relative to transport.
The principal source of aerosols in the CR-AVE convective region below 12 km was probably not direct injection
by convective systems. Convective cloud processing efficiently removes large, soluble particles. This was clearly
evident for sea salt, which was virtually absent above 4 km
(Fig. 4). Acidic sulfate particles large enough to be detected
by PALMS should also be efficiently removed. Instead,
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/4363/2009/
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Fig. 7. Influence of convective activity on particle composition for the CR-AVE campaign. (a) Appearance of MSA for flight segments
influenced by convection from two geographic sources, Amazonia or elsewhere (mostly over the Pacific). The frequency of MSA particles
rises above background levels (0.2) during flight segments where non-continental convective influence is strong (>0.5). (b) Vertical profiles
of aerosol sulfate neutralization for different sources of convective outflow. Air parcels impacted by Amazonian convection had a consistently
higher fraction of neutralized particles, particularly evident in the lower stratosphere (>17 km). Points are the average of 30 (Amazonia) and
100 (elsewhere) particle spectra.

maritime convection lofted gas phase DMS from the boundary layer that then oxidized in the free troposphere to form
to sulfate and MSA. The MSA-forming channel of the DMS
oxidation pathway contains 3 stable intermediate species, all
of which are highly soluble in water. DMS is not water soluble and therefore the most likely MSA precursor to survive
convective processing. As temperatures decrease with altitude, DMS oxidation lifetime decreases to <1 day in the
free troposphere, and the MSA-forming channel is favored
above 5 km. Subsequent oxidation inside non-precipitating
clouds may leave behind MSA- and sulfate-rich aerosol. If
formed in the gas phase, MSA and sulfuric acid will eventually condense onto existing aerosol. Both oxidation mechanisms can generate the low ammonium, sulfur-rich aerosol
observed in cloud-free air throughout the CR-AVE convective region. The enhanced MSA levels in the CR-AVE convective region are consistent with Dibb et al. (1999) who
observed high MSA:non-seasalt-sulfate ratios at 10 km only
near the intertropical convergence zone, and speculated that
the source was oxidation of convectively transported DMS.

acid (HMSA). In atmospheric particles this signal is probably
HMSA, although some organic species may also contribute.
HMSA is produced in cloud droplets from reaction of dissolved SO2 and formaldehyde, and its presence in clear air
aerosol indicates previous cloud processing (Munger et al.,
1986; Whiteaker and Prather, 2003; S. H. Lee et al., 2003a).
HMSA was detected most frequently in the CR-AVE convective region and was correlated with MSA. HMSA and MSA
are not known to directly interconvert, and instead their presence in the same particles suggests that MSA was formed
via an aqueous pathway. The aerosol below 12 km are larger
than typical sulfate-organic aerosol, which is also consistent
with recent cloud processing. A significant fraction of the
population (25% compared to 5% for the TTL and stratosphere) had geometric diameters larger than 0.6 µm (assuming ρ p =1.7 g cm−3 ), and the tail of the distribution extended
beyond 1 µm. Furthermore, HMSA was found preferentially
in larger particles: 50% of those >0.45 µm contained detectable HMSA, but only 10% of 0.25 µm particles contained
HMSA.

While we are not able to identify the principal sulfur oxidation mechanism in the marine influenced troposphere, we
do find evidence for both heterogeneous and gas phase processes. Mass 111 in the PALMS negative ion spectrum has
been identified in the laboratory as hydroxymethanesulfonic

Sulfate was not produced exclusively within cloud
droplets. Although there were no direct measurements of
gas phase sulfur species onboard the aircraft, widespread
new particle formation in the CR-AVE convective outflow
region implies the production of gas phase sulfuric acid from

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/4363/2009/
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DMS. New particle formation in this region is consistent with
a sulfuric acid nucleation mechanism (Lovejoy et al., 2004;
S. H. Lee et al., 2003b). Production of 4 nm particles here
would require gas phase sulfuric acid concentrations in excess of ∼2×106 cm−3 (Lovejoy et al., 2004; Kazil et al.,
2006).
In contrast to CR-AVE, sulfate-organic particles in the PreAVE troposphere showed limited influence of marine material in the form of MSA (Fig. 5b). In both 2004 and 2006
MSA in the TTL was near or slightly higher than background
levels (∼0.2) typical of continental air over North America.
The convective influence analysis suggests a limited maritime source within the previous 14 days. MSA in this and
other background regions may be explained by its long atmospheric lifetime in particulate form, similar to sulfate. Particulate MSA is likely to be found far from oceanic sources, and
indeed, detectable amounts were found at the highest stratospheric altitudes.
5.1.2

Source regions and mechanisms for 4–12 km
aerosols

It is important to note that while maritime influence was
high below 12 km during CR-AVE, aerosols were externally
mixed and represented a variety of sources. Organic-rich particles with neutralized sulfate still comprised a large fraction
of observable aerosol (Fig. 5f). Biomass burning particles
and mineral dust were also common. These continental particle types have been observed in a variety of mid-latitude
and tropical regions, and they are long-lived and often well
mixed in the troposphere. They are also less efficient CCN
than sulfate and may have been effectively lofted by convective systems over Indonesia (Fig. 3b).
The sulfate-organic aerosol population was an external
mixture of two broadly defined categories: those with and
without a strong acidic sulfate signature (Fig. 5f). Particles without an acidic signature were highly organic, usually
contained nitrogen, and resembled sulfate-organic mixtures
found in continental regions. These particles were ubiquitous throughout the troposphere. Acidic particles were only
common in the stratosphere and from 4–12 km during CRAVE. Spectra of acidic particles consistently showed little or
no organic material. This is not surprising in the stratosphere
since those particles were formed in a low organic environment. However, it is unusual to see such low organic signatures in the free troposphere. If such an anti-correlation
between organic content and sulfate acidity were a general
feature of tropospheric aerosols, there may be important implications for secondary aerosol formation and aerosol-cloud
interactions. We therefore examine four possibilities to explain this observation: 1) In acidic aerosol the ionization efficiency of organic material is reduced relative to sulfate in
negative spectra. Sulfate-organic mass fraction calibrations
(Murphy et al., 2006) were performed in polluted conditions
where particles were predominantly neutralized. However, a
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 4363–4385, 2009

reduction in organic peak intensities was also observed in
positive spectra, where organic ions usually dominate the
ion current. Also, laboratory generated particles showed
consistent organic signals for dicarboxylic acid-sulfate mix2−
tures for NH+
4 :SO4 =1–2. This evidence does not support
composition-dependent ionization efficiency as the primary
cause, although more detailed studies are required. 2) Soluble organic material in sufficient quantities acts as a buffer
for sulfate ions in solution. However, since most primary and
secondary organic species are usually generated in an acidic
form incapable of buffering, there are no obvious organic
candidates that might alter sulfate ion equilibria to a measurable extent. 3) Secondary organic material accumulates
more effectively onto aerosols when sulfate is neutralized.
Recent laboratory studies suggest a possible enhancement of
SOA production when ammonium is present (Noziere et al.,
2009). 4) High concentrations of gas phase SO2 or sulfuric
acid partitioned to existing and freshly formed particles, both
increasing their acidity and decreasing the relative organic
mass fraction. This is the most likely cause for low relative
organic content of acidic particles in the CR-AVE dataset.
Precipitation scavenging that removes a large fraction of the
particles can create a clean template for the growth of relatively pure sulfate particles (Brock et al., 2004). This sulfate
accumulation scenario has further implications regarding tropospheric particle sources. In this case the acidic, sulfate-rich
and the sulfate-poor particles observed in this region must be
generated from different sources. In support of this idea, positive ion sulfate signatures on biomass burning particles did
not follow the vertical profile of sulfate content in Fig. 5d.
This indicates that not all particles in this region acquired
sulfate by the same mechanism in the same region, e.g., condensation of gas phase sulfuric acid generated by DMS.
Overall, the aerosol composition below the TTL during
CR-AVE was consistent with efficient removal of marine
boundary layer aerosol, convective transport of DMS, followed by both gas phase and heterogeneous oxidation rather
than direct lofting of aerosols. The concurrence of sulfaterich/MSA particles with neutralized, organic-rich particles
is evidence that sulfate-organic aerosol represented multiple sources. The abrupt drop in particulate MSA and acidic
sulfate aerosol above 12 km suggests that direct injection of
marine boundary layer material is not a principal source of
aerosols to the TTL.
5.2
5.2.1

Amazon convection and organic material
Origins of organic-rich aerosol

Convection over Amazonia and agricultural areas of South
America during Pre-AVE resulted in enhanced levels of
organic-rich, low acidity aerosol throughout the troposphere. These organic-rich particles detected by PALMS
were at the tail of the distinct accumulation mode peaking
at 80 nm (Fig. 6) that constituted nearly all the aerosol mass.
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/4363/2009/
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5.2.2

Oxidized organics and biogenic SOA

Oxidized organic signals observed in the continentally influenced Pre-AVE troposphere and stratosphere were 5 times
higher than during CR-AVE and were the most intense ever
measured by PALMS on a regional scale. PALMS negative
ion spectra have several signatures that represent oxidized
organic material, including Cx Hy O−
2 (m/z 45, 59, 73, 87)
and Cx Hy O−
(89,
103,
117,
131,
145).
These ions are pro4
duced with much lower efficiencies than general carbon in−
dicators (e.g., C−
2 and C2 H ) and are not always observed.
−
The Cx Hy O2 peaks are the more intense series and are general markers of oxidation, which, as a fraction of total organic
signal, may be a qualitative measure of water soluble organic
carbon (WSOC) content. In laboratory studies the Cx Hy O−
4
series was produced by dicarboxylic acids such as oxalic and
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/4363/2009/
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Tropospheric aerosol composition was remarkably consistent
up through ∼16 km where the convective influence began to
drop. Marine convective input was minimal and did not inject large amounts of DMS or other sulfur species to the region. Sulfate signals on mineral dust were a factor of ∼7
lower in the Pre-AVE troposphere than during CR-AVE. This
a consequence of low sulfur emissions coincident with South
American dust and insufficient time to accumulate entrained
free tropospheric sulfate. The high aerosol loadings and low
sulfuric acid precursor material from Amazonia suppressed
new particle formation in the upper troposphere.
Pre-AVE occurred during the Amazonian wet season when
biomass burning was at a minimum. Biomass burning particles in the free troposphere were at or below typical background levels and did not contribute significantly to the
aerosol organic mass. Spectra of biomass burning particles
typically show sulfate accumulation within several days of
emission (Hudson et al., 2004). Sulfate signal levels on
biomass burning particles in the Pre-AVE and CR-AVE troposphere were similar to those in mid-latitudes outside of
strong burning plumes, indicating that they were generated
from distant fires. Since biomass burning influence was low
during Pre-AVE, the elevated organic aerosol mass must then
be primary or secondary biogenic material from Amazonia.
Ground level aerosols in the Amazonian Basin during the
wet season are largely biogenic. From bulk composition
measurements in the remote Amazon, Graham et al. (2003a)
found that 70% of <2 µm particle mass was organic matter predominantly from biogenic material. Water-soluble organic matter can constitute more than half of the submicron aerosol mass (Fuzzi et al., 2007). Oxidized organics
have also been identified in Amazonian aerosol. Carboxylic
acids comprise ∼10% identifiable organic matter from biogenic aerosol during the wet season (Falkovich et al., 2005).
Claeys et al. (2004) observed polyols in biogenic Amazonian
aerosol. In these studies a significant fraction of the unidentified organic mass was thought to be high molecular weight
polyacid compounds.
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Fig. 8. Relative oxidation level of organic material in sulfateorganic particles. Oxidized organics signal is the sum of Cx Hy O−
2
and Cx Hy O−
4 peaks relative to total organic signal. CR-AVE signals
are scaled by ×5. An event on 30 January 2006 (see text) was excluded. Points are 1 km averages when there were at least 5 suitable
spectra.

succinic acids, but they may also be fragments from other
polyacids or larger oxidized compounds. Figure 8 compares
oxidized organic levels for the two missions. Low vertical
resolution limits interpretation of the lower and middle troposphere, but the most highly oxidized material resided in
the TTL.
The unusually high levels of dicarboxylate and other oxidation signatures in the Pre-AVE troposphere point to a
unique source or mechanism. Based on aerosol size and composition results, there was no significant contribution from
convective injection of primary biological aerosols (pollen,
leaf material, fungal spores). Phosphate was very rare, and
there was no enhancement of coarse mode organic aerosol,
where most primary biogenic particles reside (Graham et al.,
2003b; Fuzzi et al., 2007). Instead, our data are consistent
with secondary organic aerosol (SOA) formed from volatile
organic compounds (VOCs).
Biogenic material in Amazonian submicrometer aerosol
during the wet season in mostly secondary (Graham et al.,
2003b; Fuzzi et al., 2007). Laboratory studies confirm that
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 4363–4385, 2009
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nisms. Because the Pre-AVE atmosphere was heavily influenced by recent continental convection, we focus instead on
CR-AVE under the assumption that these data may be more
representative of the global tropical upper troposphere.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of average negative ion spectra of sulfateorganic particles for air impacted by Amazonian convection (PreAVE TTL), aged air with little convective influence from the previous 14 days (CR-AVE TTL), and a polluted continental case
(ITCT/NEAQS 2004, 3–7 km). Prominent oxidized organic species
are labeled. Many unlabeled minor peaks are also due to organic
species. For comparison, in the marine-influenced CR-AVE troposphere at <12 km (not shown), all labeled oxidized organic signals
other than formate were ≤0.0001.

biogenic SOA can be generated in low-NOx environments
from isoprene and monoterpene precursors (Kavouras and
Stephanou, 2002; Kroll et al., 2006; Ng et al., 2007), and
this process has been observed specifically in the Amazonian forest (Lim et al., 2005). It is difficult to determine
whether SOA produced in the Amazonian boundary layer
was lifted to the upper troposphere or if gas phase precursors were lifted and then converted to SOA. Probably both
mechanisms contributed. On the one hand, aerosols of the
Pre-AVE troposphere and tropopause region showed organic
mass fractions, oxidation signatures, and sulfate neutralization that are broadly consistent with the composition of wet
season Amazonian aerosol. Also, free tropospheric mineral dust was slightly enhanced during Pre-AVE and showed
little atmospheric aging, which supports some contribution
from a direct injection mechanism. On the other hand, low
oxidant levels in the canopy often limit terpene oxidation
(Kesselmeier et al., 2002) and therefore SOA conversion.
SOA yields may be enhanced if biogenic VOCs are injected
into the upper troposphere where oxidant levels are higher.
Amazonian material spent 2–4 days in the upper troposphere
prior to aircraft sampling. Gas phase isoprene or monoterpenes would undergo significant conversion in this time. In
addition, dicarboxylic acids are efficiently generated from
aqueous reactions of dissolved VOCs within tropospheric
cloud droplets, and are subsequently retained in aerosol upon
evaporation (Ervens et al., 2004; Sorooshian et al., 2007a, b).
Oxidation signatures and particle aging within the TTL are
discussed further in Sect. 5.3.2.
5.3

TTL and the tropopause region

In this section we describe aerosol compositional properties
of the TTL region and discuss likely sources and mechaAtmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 4363–4385, 2009

Maximum organic mass fraction

Aerosol in the tropical tropopause layer must have either
been transported through the lower troposphere via convection or gradual ascent, formed at high altitude from precursor
gases, or descended from the stratosphere. Maritime convection lofted sulfate precursor material directly to altitudes
<13 km during CR-AVE, but aerosol in the TTL was generated by a different (or subsequent) mechanism. The maximum organic mass fraction occurred at 13 km at the bottom
of the TTL, where sulfate-organic particles were on average 70% organic material. Average organic content decayed
steadily with altitude through the TTL and stratosphere. The
organic signal decay is not entirely explained by an increasing fraction of externally mixed sulfate-rich stratospheric
particles; their abundance is very low below 15 km. Instead,
the decline of relative organic content was due to composition changes within TTL particles, either loss of organic material or accumulation of sulfate. Sulfate signals on mineral
dust increased by a factor of 4 from 15 to 17 km, indicating
that to some extent sulfuric acid uptake occurred below the
tropopause.
Convection from Amazonia was not as widespread
throughout the CR-AVE TTL as during Pre-AVE. However,
Fig. 3b does indicate a strong Amazonian influence at 13 km
that was responsible for the maximum organic mass fraction at that level. Like Pre-AVE, continental convection
penetrates into the TTL and affects TTL aerosol composition. Spectra for sulfate-organic aerosols throughout the entire CR-AVE TTL strongly resembled those found in polluted
regions of North America in terms of organic content, oxidation, sulfate neutralization, and nitrate (Fig. 9). Although not
definitive, this chemical similarity suggests that continental
material may disproportionately contribute to TTL aerosol
mass even outside of regions directly impacted by deep convection.
During TTL flight segments without recent continental
input, organic mass fractions were still higher on average
(0.47) than at lower altitudes (0.29). In addition to direct
injection of continental material, there are several other possibilities that may contribute to the abundance of organicrich particles in the TTL: 1) A sub-population of organicrich aerosols in the marine boundary layer preferentially survives convection and pools near the level of cloud outflow.
Although it is clear from the sea salt profile that soluble marine boundary layer aerosols are not efficiently transported
to the TTL, Ekman et al. (2006) calculated that insoluble,
non-hygroscopic particles (black carbon in that study) are
preferentially lofted by convective systems, leading to cloud
top enhancements. This mechanism would provide a supply
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/4363/2009/
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of organic particles at the base of the TTL. 2) Organic-rich
particles are poor ice nuclei and are not as easily removed
from the TTL. Recent field and laboratory studies indicate
that sufficient amounts of some organic species reduce that
ability of aerosols to freeze (Cziczo et al., 2004a; Murray,
2008; Zobrist et al., 2008). Mineral dust particles, which
act as efficient ice nuclei, were significantly reduced above
12 km, supporting the idea of a selective removal mechanism. 3) Long residence times and low temperatures allowed
for accumulation of organic material onto existing aerosols.
In the mid-latitudes, meteoric particles formed in the stratosphere accumulated organic material as they fell below the
tropopause (Murphy et al., 2007a). This effect was also observed during CR-AVE even above the tropopause, confirming that an organic accumulation mechanism is active in the
tropical upper troposphere and lower stratosphere. However,
the amount of material that partitions via this mechanism is
difficult to estimate and may account for only a small fraction of upper tropospheric aerosol organic mass. We explore
this organic accumulation mechanism further in the following section.
5.3.2

Particle aging

During CR-AVE aerosol organic material in the TTL was
more oxidized than at lower altitudes (Fig. 8). From the organic mass fraction maximum at 13 km up to the tropopause,
total organic content decreased and the average oxidation signature increased by more than a factor of 2. Signal levels for
particles of known composition generated in the laboratory
suggest that highly oxidized organic species (e.g., short chain
dicarboxylic acids) must comprise 1% of aerosol mass in
the CR-AVE TTL. With limited recent continental convective influence during CR-AVE, the oxidized organic material
may be a signature of particle aging, resulting from either
oxidation of organics at the particle surface by OH and O3
(Rudich, 2003) or oxidation of well mixed gas phase species
that then partitioned to aerosols at the low temperatures of
the TTL. Sonde and aircraft data show increases in ozone
and HOx in the TTL (Folkins et al., 1999; Wennberg et al.,
1998), consistent with increasing oxidative capacity below
the tropopause. Back trajectories and convective influence
for flight segments near the CR-AVE tropopause generally
indicated little influence from the lower atmosphere, so that
most VOCs and aerosols were not further perturbed after entering the TTL.
We examine the possibility of organic material accumulation via oxidation of gas phase organic compounds
for background tropospheric conditions. The average ascent rate in the CR-AVE TTL was determined by Park et
al. (2007) to be 0.13 km day−1 , giving overall TTL residence times of around 1 month. To produce the average CR-AVE TTL aerosol organic mass in 1 month, the
required production rate of condensable organic species is
∼100 molec cm−3 s−1 . Assuming a hydroxyl radical concenwww.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/4363/2009/
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tration of 1–2×106 cm−3 (Wennberg et al., 1998) and rate
constant kOH =1×10−13 cm3 , this corresponds to a gas phase
reactant with a steady state mixing ratio of 300 pptv. This
rate constant is appropriate for a wide variety of gas phase
organics species, in particular, aldehydes, ketones, peroxides, and unsaturated hydrocarbons (DeMore, 2006; Atkinson et al., 2006). In other studies, the most abundant nonmethane hydrocarbons (NMHCs) in the remote upper troposphere (<12 km) were ethane, ethyne, propane, and short
chain oxygenated species: methanol, acetone, acetaldehyde,
and methyl peroxide (Blake et al., 2003a; Singh et al., 2004).
Total NMHC levels were 1–5 ppbv. However, many of these
species do not yield known condensable products. One exception is ethyne, a precursor to glyoxal. Cloud processing of glyoxal efficiently produces low volatility products
(glyoxylic and oxalic acids) that contribute to aerosol mass,
but this mechanism requires a liquid environment not available in the TTL. In laboratory studies Iraci et al. (2002) and
Michelsen et al. (2006) have shown that many short chain
oxygenated organic species do not strongly partition to sulfuric acid aerosol even at upper tropospheric temperatures,
and further oxidation in the TTL would not yield condensable products. One possibility is that oxygenated VOC uptake is enhanced by excess ammonium present in the neutralized sulfate aerosol of the TTL. Noziere et al. (2009) recently
discovered an ammonium ion catalysis mechanism that may
promote SOA production preferentially in neutralized sulfate
aerosols. Overall, the increasing organic oxidation signatures
are consistent with particle aging in the TTL, but the accumulation mechanism and the precursor species are uncertain.
5.3.3

Sulfate neutralization

Acidity signatures in the CR-AVE TTL were much lower
than in the convective region and suggest that ammonium
sulfate, (NH4 )2 SO4 , and letovicite, (NH4 )3 H(SO4 )2 , were
the most common forms of sulfate. At 12 km the fractional
population of acidic sulfate-organic particles dropped from
50% to 5% and only began to increase upon approaching
the tropopause (Fig. 5f). This acidity transition again highlights the separation of aerosol properties between the TTL
and the convective region below. As discussed in Sect. 5.1.1,
the similarly abrupt drop in aerosol MSA content and maritime convective influence indicate that direct injection is not
a major source of TTL aerosol material outside of continental regions. Furthermore, the sharp decrease in the acidic
aerosol population suggests that even non-convective transport across the lower TTL boundary may be inefficient. Particles transported into the lower TTL may accumulate ammonia and organic species such that their composition no
longer resembles the convective region aerosol. However,
unless these processes alter aerosol chemical composition on
a timescale faster than transport from 12 to 13 km, one would
instead expect a more gradual transition similar to trace
gas species (e.g., Park et al., 2007). Also, sulfate-organic
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 4363–4385, 2009
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Fig. 10. Total nitrogen signal in several particle types for CR-AVE
during cloud-free conditions. Ammonium, inorganic nitrate, and
organic nitrate all contribute to the NO+ signal. Points are averages
for 0.5 km bins that contained at least 5 suitable spectra.

particles in the lower TTL are smaller than those below,
which does not support the idea of substantial composition
changes from accumulation.
Figure 7b shows that sulfate neutralization in the
tropopause region was directly related to continental convection. For most periods during CR-AVE, average sulfate
acidity increased steadily above the tropopause, but stratospheric air influenced by Amazonian convection contained
more neutralized sulfate particles. Similarly, Amazonian
convection exerted a strong influence on air throughout the
Pre-AVE troposphere into the lower stratosphere, with esti2−
mates of NH+
4 :SO4 ratio frequently ≥2 even above the tropical tropopause (Fig. 5b, c). Ground level studies in Amazonia show that sulfate in wet season aerosol is on average fully
neutralized, with ammonium being the most abundant cation
(Fuzzi et al., 2007). These results demonstrate that Amazonian convection can be a defining influence on aerosol composition even 1–2 km above the tropical tropopause.
5.3.4

Sources of nitrogen

TTL particles were rich in nitrogen. In positive spectra NO+
is a sensitive but unspecific measure of total nitrogen content
that is due to a combination of nitrate, ammonium, amines,
and organic nitrate. To investigate the source and speciation of nitrogen, we plot NO+ altitude profiles for several
particle types (Fig. 10). The fact that altitude profiles for
different particle types show similar features throughout the
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 4363–4385, 2009
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−
(NO−
2 +NO3 ) and oxidized organics (sum of Cx Hy O2 ) in individual sulfate-organic aerosol for tropical missions (open points). Total
organic signal (solid points) shows no correlation. Points are the average of 15–25 particle spectra.

TTL and below suggests a common nitrogen source mechanism. One explanation is that particles with nitrogen originated from similar regions. If the particles in the TTL were
originally generated, for example, in a polluted continental
boundary layer, they might exhibit similarly enhanced NO+
signatures. Alternately, aerosol nitrogen may be the result
of an accumulation mechanism that affects all particle types,
e.g., gas phase condensation.
Gas phase ammonia will condense onto aerosol particles
containing acidic sulfate. Although it is difficult to dis+
tinguish a clear NH+
4 signature in PALMS spectra, NO
for sulfate-organic particles, as well as candidate NH+
4
signatures (Sect. 2), generally correlated with the derived
2−
NH+
4 :SO4 ratio below the tropopause. The data are consistent with ammonium (or amines) acting as the neutralizing
agent in the TTL. However, the source of aerosol ammonium
remains uncertain. There are no direct gas phase ammonia
measurements in the upper troposphere, but concentrations
are thought to be ∼tens of pptv with maxima in the tropics
(Dentener and Crutzen, 1994; Burgess et al., 2006). This is
insufficient to neutralize the aerosol mass inferred from the
size distributions. Overall an ammonia accumulation mechanism cannot be verified with these measurements. However, source apportionment of neutralized sulfate indicates
that continental convection of either aerosol ammonium or
gas phase ammonia almost certainly contributed to enhanced
nitrogen content of the TTL.
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Nitric acid readily condenses onto mineral dust as well
as fully neutralized sulfate-organic or biomass burning particles at most tropospheric temperatures. In this way, the
NO+ signal is sensitive to particle neutralization from the
likely neutralizing agent, ammonium, and the subsequent accumulation of nitrate. At temperatures below about 197 K,
gas phase nitric acid condenses reversibly onto acidic sulfate
aerosols. In Fig. 10 the NO+ maximum for sulfate-organic
particles at the tropopause is due to this reversible condensation of nitric acid. Even at higher temperatures (below
15.5 km) in the TTL, a large fraction of sulfate-organic particles are neutralized, and nitrogen accumulation by HNO3
uptake partly explains the similar altitude profiles of mineral
dust and sulfate-organic aerosol. Gas phase nitric acid is generated in the upper troposphere by reaction of NO2 with OH.
Continental convective systems provide a NOx source to the
upper troposphere by lofting boundary layer pollution and
also through lightning generation (Tie et al., 2002). Deep
convection into the TTL such as during Pre-AVE may therefore enhance aerosol nitrogen content.
In negative ion spectra low intensity nitrate signals (NO−
2
and NO−
3 ) were occasionally observed. Nitrate signatures
were closely correlated with oxidized organics in individual
particles (Fig. 11). This correlation could arise if the oxidized organic material was directly associated with fully neutralized sulfate particles that could also accumulate HNO3 .
The sulfate in most of these nitrogen-rich particles from both
missions appeared fully neutralized. However, several spectra with nitrate also indicated acidic sulfate, and all these particles contained carbonyl peaks as well. In such particles,
some aerosol nitrate may have been present as organic nitrate. In the Amazonian Basin, Mace et al. (2003) found that
organic nitrogen in wet season aerosol accounted for 45%
of the total nitrogen content. Gas phase alkyl nitrates and
peroxy nitrates have long enough lifetimes in the free troposphere to be transported great distances from sources, and
these species can partition to aerosol particles. They are typically found in the remote atmosphere at ∼10–100’s of pptv
(Blake et al., 2003b; Singh et al., 2004), and at these concentrations organic nitrate partitioning could add several percent
to the particle mass over a few weeks. Alternately, organic
species may react with the nitrate radical (Ng et al., 2008)
or inorganic nitrate (Iraci et al., 2007) to generate secondary
aerosol material.
One event during CR-AVE was characterized by unusually
high nitrate and oxidized organic levels. On 30 January from
16:30–17:10 UTC at 200 K, average nitrate signals in the upper troposphere were 1000 times higher than the mission average. Air had been in the upper troposphere for >8 days,
crossed the Pacific from eastern Asia and Indonesia, and experienced limited recent convection. Gas phase tracers suggest slightly higher-than-average continental influence for
that altitude. Biomass burning particle abundance did not indicate the presence of a fire plume. The origin of the unusual
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/4363/2009/
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aerosol composition is unknown. However, this case illustrates that nitrate- and oxidized organic-rich particles in the
free troposphere are not confined only to regions that had experienced recent uplift from the continental boundary layer.
5.4

Transport across the tropopause

In previous studies of the mid-latitude and sub-tropical lower
stratosphere, PALMS identified two broad populations of
sulfate-organic aerosol particles: those of stratospheric origin and those that had crossed the tropopause (Murphy et al.,
2007a). Stratospheric particles contained sulfuric acid with
little organic material. Tropospheric particles were organicand nitrogen-rich and had low acidity markers. These two
broad aerosol populations remained distinct in the stratosphere even after months of residence time. Redistribution
of semi-volatile organics from tropospheric to stratospheric
particles was limited.
Similarly, the tropical tropopause region contained a mixture of stratospheric and tropospheric aerosol that extended
well above and below the cold point. Organic-rich tropospheric particles were common in the lower stratosphere
for both tropical missions. For CR-AVE biomass burning
aerosol, organic-rich sulfate mixtures, and other particles of
tropospheric origin still accounted for 40% of observed particles at 2.5 km above the tropopause (θ=440 K). Murphy et
al. (2007a) observed similar fractions for the mid-latitude
and sub-tropical lower stratosphere. The continentally influenced Pre-AVE atmosphere again provides a contrasting
picture at these high flight levels. The Pre-AVE lower stratosphere overwhelmingly consisted of tropospheric aerosol. At
2 km above the tropopause (θ=430 K) over 90% of particles contained tropospheric signatures. Similarly, the relative abundance of meteoric particles that originated from the
upper atmosphere was 7 times lower in the Pre-AVE lower
stratosphere than for CR-AVE.
Stratospheric particles also descended into the troposphere. Stratospheric particles that were nearly pure sulfate
were consistently found below the tropopause (16.5–17 km),
their frequency decreasing with decreasing altitude. At 1 km
below the tropopause, average particle acidity was between
that of the TTL and the stratosphere. By 15 km particles of
stratospheric origin were <5% by number, and below this
level stratospheric material did not contribute significantly to
the overall aerosol composition. On average ∼1% of particles detected throughout the troposphere contained meteoric
material.
5.5

Implications for cirrus formation

The clear air aerosol population of the TTL region was
enriched in organic material and depleted in mineral dust.
During CR-AVE, dust was 5 times more abundant from 4–
12 km than in the TTL. Like acidic sulfate and aerosol MSA,
vertical transport of dust into the TTL appears inefficient.
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 4363–4385, 2009
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Removal processes in the TTL may selectively deplete mineral dust. Mineral dust particles can act as efficient heterogeneous ice nuclei, forming ice crystals at ice saturation ratios as low as 1.1–1.3 (Archuleta et al., 2005; Mohler et al.,
2006). However, dust particles in the TTL may be partially
or fully coated with organic material that can inhibit freezing
(Mohler et al., 2008). Unfortunately, TTL dust concentrations were too low to investigate trends in organic content.
Low levels of mineral dust were observed throughout the
TTL. We can estimate the absolute concentration of dust particles in the TTL region by multiplying the fraction of particles identified as dust as a function of size by the total aerosol
size distribution measured by FCAS. For CR-AVE an estimate for the average clear air dust concentration at 13–17 km
is ∼5 L−1 . The dust aerosols were almost exclusively submicron. Heterogeneous ice nuclei concentrations in the midlatitude and sub-tropical free troposphere are often on the order of 10 L−1 (DeMott et al., 2003; Prenni et al., 2007). Typical ice crystal concentrations within CR-AVE sub-visible cirrus were 20–100 L−1 (Lawson et al., 2008), which is an order
of magnitude higher than the background dust concentration.
If dust levels in the cloud-free TTL during CR-AVE are representative of steady-state conditions, then the formation of
tropopause level cirrus either does not occur via ice nucleation on mineral dust or requires episodic direct injection of
lower tropospheric aerosol.
During CR-AVE and Pre-AVE the WB-57 encountered
several regions where high ice saturations (Sice > 1.65) were
near or exceeded levels required for homogeneous nucleation
of sulfate/water aerosol (Jensen et al., 2005; Lawson et al.,
2008). The vast majority of the high Sice periods occurred
within or very near cirrus. Large relative uncertainties in
upper tropospheric water vapor measurements, particularly
within cirrus clouds, prevent exact knowledge of Sice . For
the few high Sice segments observed in clear air, aerosol were
chemically similar to segments with lower Sice . Sice levels
dictate that none of the aerosols in these regions could be effective heterogeneous ice nuclei, yet a few mineral dust particles were observed. It is likely that the most active ice nuclei
had been removed at the lower TTL, and that the mineral dust
present near the tropopause did not possess a significant advantage to ice crystal formation over homogeneous freezing.
Cziczo et al. (2009) demonstrated that lead-containing
mineral dusts can be highly efficient heterogeneous ice nuclei. Aerosol lead is well mixed in the lower troposphere,
consistent with a distributed source of ∼50 nm lead-rich particles that coagulate with background aerosols (Murphy et
al., 2007b). Below 5 km during CR-AVE, lead was detected
in 5–10% of aerosol particles, similar to previous measurements over North America (Murphy et al., 2007b). Lead was
less abundant in the tropical upper tropospheric and lower
stratosphere (detected consistently in 1–2% of all aerosols)
and therefore less available to promote ice formation. Still,
19% of mineral dust particles above 5 km contained lead.
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Recently, dry ammonium sulfate particles were demonstrated to be effective heterogeneous ice nuclei (Abbatt et
al., 2006). PALMS results suggest that ammonium sulfate
is likely to be abundant in the TTL. However, these neutralized sulfate aerosol were also internally mixed with organic material that may reduce their effectiveness as heterogeneous nuclei (Mohler et al., 2008). Detectable organic signatures were present on >99% of particles sampled in the
13–16.5 km region, and 80% of sulfate-organic mixtures had
organic mass fractions >10%. In previous PALMS studies,
Cziczo et al. (2004a) showed that organic-rich aerosol did
not freeze as readily as sulfate in free tropospheric clouds.
Interestingly, DeMott et al. (2003) found that homogeneous
freezing of aerosols with high oxidized organic and nitrate
signals, similar to those found in the Pre-AVE and CR-AVE
TTL (see Sects. 5.3.2 and 5.3.4), required noticeably higher
saturations than sulfate particles.
There is recent evidence that ice nucleation can be inhibited under tropical tropospheric conditions for certain
organic-rich particles that instead form highly viscous liquids or glasses (Murray, 2008; Zobrist et al., 2008). These
authors performed experiments with both pure organic particles and sulfate-organic mixtures that may be representative of upper tropospheric aerosol. Purely inorganic aerosol
did not form glasses under atmospheric conditions, whereas
glass transitions were observed for pure organic and sulfateorganic mixtures at temperatures that depended mostly on
organic molecular mass. Zobrist et al. contend that water
uptake is inhibited for glassy particles at temperatures that
comprise a large portion of the upper troposphere. However,
it is important to note that cirrus clouds can form via nucleation of a small fraction (<1 in 100) of ambient aerosol.
Low-organic particles such as stratospheric sulfuric acid and
sulfate-meteoric mixtures are present at the >5% level in the
tropopause region where sub-visible cirrus frequently form.
Their abundance in the tropical tropopause region suggests
that organic glass-forming aerosols would not strongly inhibit the formation of tropopause level cirrus.

6

Conclusions

The Pre-AVE and CR-AVE campaigns provided a unique opportunity to investigate aerosol properties of the TTL, a relatively uncharacterized region of the lower atmosphere. We
present tropical aerosol composition data using the PALMS
single-particle mass spectrometer instrument from ground
level to the lower stratosphere. Both campaigns took place
during the Northern Hemisphere winter but probed very different atmospheric environments. Recent convection from
South America strongly influenced all levels of the Pre-AVE
troposphere, whereas CR-AVE was characterized by long
range transport over the Pacific and maritime convection below 12 km. The CR-AVE case may be more representative
of the remote tropical troposphere. Although the source
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/4363/2009/
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of convection largely defined regional aerosol properties,
aerosols throughout the troposphere and stratosphere were
externally mixed, having chemical signatures corresponding
to a multitude of different emission or production sources.
Tropospheric aerosol chemical composition was also controlled by tropical dynamics. Vertical profiles of composition
showed distinct transitions between levels of convective influence. Outside of regions strongly impacted by continental
convection, the lower TTL boundary defined a transition in
aerosol composition more abrupt than that at the tropopause,
indicating that TTL aerosol properties were decoupled from
lower regions.
In regions influenced by maritime convection, large accumulation mode particles composed of acidic sulfate and
MSA were abundant. Transit times from convective systems
were ∼5–10 days, indicating that lofted material spent several days in the free troposphere without further boundary
layer influence. During this time, nucleation and subsequent
growth produced a population of sulfuric acid-rich accumulation mode aerosol. From the widespread observations of ultrafine particles in the CR-AVE convective region we can indirectly conclude that maritime convection in remote regions
promotes new particle formation in the upper troposphere.
This scenario is consistent with Kazil et al. (2006), who used
a detailed nucleation mechanism to predict that the strongest
aerosol production over oceans occurred in the tropical upper
troposphere from convective lofting of aerosol precursors.
Continental convection from South America brought organic material directly into the TTL. Organic aerosols during
Pre-AVE were consistent with biogenic SOA formation in the
Amazon basin and/or conversion of VOCs aloft. Regardless
of recent convective input, TTL aerosol composition was remarkably consistent. Accumulation mode particles were internal mixtures of highly oxidized organic material and partially or fully neutralized sulfate. Nitrogen levels were high,
with contributions from both nitrate and ammonium. In general, TTL particle composition qualitatively resembled that
of continental regions.
From these observations we can make several important
statements regarding TTL aerosol sources. Outflow from
recent (<14 days) maritime convection only weakly contributed to TTL aerosol properties. Furthermore, the abrupt
composition transitions at 12 km suggest that even nonconvective transport of some aerosol types into the lower
TTL may be limited. These observations are surprising given
that large scale trajectory models (Fueglistaler et al., 2005)
indicate that the western Pacific provides an entry point for
the TTL. On the other hand, continental convection injects
aerosol and precursor material directly into the TTL and
can even affect aerosol properties of the lower stratosphere.
Although these injection events are sporadic and localized,
aerosol residence times in the TTL are long compared to
zonal transport. In this way intense continental convection
may selectively seed the global TTL and lower stratosphere
with primary and secondary aerosol material. Lastly, an
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/4363/2009/
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important point regarding the unique TTL environment is
that over the long residence times, aerosol processes such
as composition-dependent removal, new particle formation,
and gas phase accumulation will eventually act to decouple
TTL aerosol properties from their sources, so that gas phase
tracer analysis may not provide a reliable proxy of aerosol
properties relevant to direct and indirect radiative forcing.
Tropical upper tropospheric aerosols freeze to form subvisible cirrus near the tropopause. The nucleation mechanism is unknown, but aerosol composition may play a
critical role. Recent laboratory studies have revealed new
mechanisms and obstacles to ice formation that may be directly applicable to the upper tropospheric aerosols presented
here. Limited data from this study suggest that the tropical
tropopause region is depleted in particles generally considered effective heterogeneous ice nuclei. In a future work we
will investigate the composition of cirrus-forming aerosols in
the tropical upper troposphere.
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